Imagination & Identity: Worlds Away At Home
As is common to many younglings, my childhood years were marked with a fervent
love for the genres of fantasy and science ﬁction. It seemed an almost daily
occurrence for my poor mother to come to me exasperated that I hadn’t heard her
calling while I had had my head stuck in a book (read: while I had been rescuing the
hobbits from the roots of Old Man Willow with Tom Bombadil - but excuses of that sort
were not to be verbalized). When not reading, I was still worlds away from my
hometown of little Rocklin, California; my favorite type of play, inspired by these
ﬁctional worlds of fantasy, was always heavily imaginative, and the players always had
richer backstories than necessary. However, I believe this genre rooted its tendrils into
my heart not through mere escapism - this is a sad diminution of its beauty and power
and perhaps, the mistake of lesser works in this genre.
My ﬁrst exposure to fantasy was a discovery of Middle Earth with my father. In this
world, my young personhood found a kindred spirit in my father, a fellow adventurer,
and we shared many literary adventures after that. After reading Lord of the Rings and
the Hobbit, I did the typical Tolkien deep dive, including the Silmarillion, Unﬁnished
Tales, Beren and Luthien, and Tolkien Reader, the last of which gave a closer look at
the all too overlooked characters Tom Bombadil and his wife Goldberry. In all their
otherness, their wisdom and simple delights shown truer. On family car trips, I was
introduced to a lifelong favorite author - C.S. Lewis - through his children’s series
Chronicles of Narnia on audio tape, and I connected with a less likely favorite - The
Silver Chair. In junior high, my father took our venturing into the realm of science
ﬁction, and in Frank Herbert’s Dune and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game, we
explored questions of identity and destiny.
During my time in the Program at St. John’s, I was tempted from time to time to view
the selections of fantasy that had captivated my youth with some mild derision (after
all, they weren’t Russian novels, were they?). In junior year, however, I was thankfully
fully purged of this ridiculous notion when I revisited an old love - Milton’s Paradise
Lost, in seminar and precept. These were my favorite class discussions. We all
marveled at Milton’s ability to craft a line or even a two-word phrase endlessly rich in
layers of meaning that it inspired hours of passionate discussion. Nevertheless, I think
he also derived power by choosing to explore themes of origin and destiny - the end of
a beginning and more importantly the beginning of an end. Milton’s fascination with the
Garden inspired me to revisit C.S. Lewis’ Space Trilogy, whose second work
Perelandra explored a diﬀerent ending to the tempting of Eve and third work depicted
the end of times. A love of myths and allegory also drove me to Lewis’ retelling of the
Psyche and Cupid story in Til We Have Faces, which brought new depth to the
concepts of imagination and love in their pairing. Within the pages of Lewis’ The Great
Divorce, I was inspired to explore the writings of one of Lewis’ favorite authors George MacDonald, who is featured there as a character, the Virgil to his Dante in the
Great Divorce. MacDonald’s fantasies Lilith and Fantastes were darker and yet every
line was rich with wisdom on the theme of origins, endings, and ﬁnding destiny in
between.

Now married to my best friend, I ﬁnd myself rediscovering the love of my youth with
him with new vivacity. Our imaginations diﬀer wildly and the dreamscape he describes
to me is a fantastical world of color and physics defying features - and yet, standing on
the shifting sands of Arrakis, the undulating islands of Perelandra, or in the forests of
Lothlorien, we ﬁnd ourselves hand in hand on the adventure together. We believe this
experience is best described in one of Lewis’ nonﬁction works, the Four Loves
(although not in this collection, this quote speaks to its creation):
Friendship arises out of mere Companionship when two or more of the companions
discover that they have in common some insight or interest or even taste which the
others do not share and which, till that moment, each believed to be his own unique
treasure (or burden). The typical expression of opening Friendship would be something
like, ‘What? You too? I thought I was the only one.’... It is when two such persons
discover one another, when, whether with immense diﬃculties and semi-articulate
fumblings or with what would seem to us amazing and elliptical speed, they share their
vision - it is then that Friendship is born. And instantly they stand together in an
immense solitude.

The vision, the insight these adventures provide into the values worth ﬁghting for, the
truth piercing in its brilliance, the wonder all too captivating, speaks to something at
the core of who we are. And worlds away we ﬁnd ourselves home, with the promise of
conversations to last a lifetime.
I snicker as I glance over at this collection of fantasies, allegories, and science ﬁction
sitting on our bookshelf behind a grate we’ve secured to the front of the bookshelf to
keep my one and half year old avid mountain climber from scaling its heights and all
too literally devouring the pages of the tomes perched there. I laugh at the irony that
we imagine this to be a collection we are building for her - a collection that began with
Tolkien and includes the more recent addition of Bram Stoker’s Dracula which inspired
her middle name - Mina. On long drives to pregnancy checkups during the pandemic
we both read Dracula for the ﬁrst time and were captivated by Mina’s wisdom and
bravery in the face of pure evil. While these adventures must be locked away now in
the face of her voracious toddler appetite, it brings great smiles to my heart to imagine
the day when we will crack their pages together to discover the beauty that lies within.
To say she is an active child is a gross understatement, but that makes the moments
seemingly more poignant when I ﬁnd her seated at the window, gazing at the trees in
sheer wonder, excitedly shrieking “Tree! Tree!”, or at other moments, her little brows
furrowed, barely visible over the pages of a board book masterpiece such as Going on
a Bear Hunt, clearly not to be disturbed. Hardly a day goes by when I’m not told she
looks just like me and yet there are so many aspects of her personality that are
distinctly and delightfully other. It is those poignant moments and in this combination of
like and unlike that I ﬁnd myself wondering what characteristics color the landscape of
her imagination. While I know the nature of individuality means that I will never be able
to experience her unique imagination as she does, I wonder if in the course of the
pages of one of these books, we will share a moment of “What? You too?” And I
wonder which book that will be.
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